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The provision of this White Paper is not a representation to the recipient or any other person 
that an offer of securities will be made and does not constitute an invitation or offer of 
securities or an advertisement of an offer in any jurisdiction. Neither this White Paper nor any of 
the information contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or commitment. This 
White Paper is only intended to inform the readers of the current planned design of the 
Jetshare protocol.

The Organization makes no representations or warranties, express or implied, as to the 
adequacy, completeness, or accuracy of any statement of other information contained herein 
or in any other oral or written information furnished or made available, nor as to the 
reasonableness of any assumption contained herein or therein and any liability therefore 
(including in respect of direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage) is expressly 
disclaimed. 

Nothing contained herein or therein is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise or representation, 
whether as to the past or the future. No party shall have any right of action against the 
Organization or any other person (including, for the avoidance of doubt, their respective 
employees, directors, officers, contractors, advisors, members, affiliates, successors and 
agents) in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this 
document or any other written or oral information made available to it in connection with the 
Organization or its business. 

The Organization reserves the right (but is not obligated) to alter the information contained in 
this paper or in any other document prepared in respect of any prospective transaction 
relating to this paper accordingly, without notice to any recipient of this paper.

This document may contain forward looking statements, opinions and/or projections prepared 
by the Organization’s management which involve significant elements of subjective judgement 
and analysis which may or may not be correct. Such forward looking statements, opinions and 
projections are not guarantees of future performance and involve known and unknown risks 
and uncertainties. Other important factors could cause actual results to differ from the 
statements, opinions and projections contained herein. 

Forward looking statements, opinions and projections are based on historical and/or current 
information that relate to future operations, strategies, financial results or other developments.

This document does not constitute investment or financial product advice to investors or other 
persons and does not take into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of any 
particular person and the Organization undertakes no obligation with respect to the recipient 
hereof. The recipient should, before making any decisions in relation to this White Paper, seek 
their own professional advice.

Jetshare Ltd, 164-187 Cranfield Airport, Wharley 
End, Milton Keynes, MK43 0JR



My name is RJ Aleksandrs, I’ve been a pilot and consultant in the Aviation 
industry for over 25 years. I came across cryptocurrencies earlier this year, 
invested and yes, my portfolio is currently down, however I instantly 
understood the necessity and long-term goal of the larger community 
and understand time is needed for bad actors to be rooted out. As I 
researched, I understood a use case for my industry and this is a 
breakdown of how my expertise can be used to further mainstream 
adoption.

Jetshare is a Jet sales and leasing business focusing on aviation training 
schools across EMEA region and North America. We have developed the 
first blockchain private Jet investment platform enabling anyone to buy, 
sell and invest in NFTs backed by real-world planes.

The Jetshare protocol will revolutionize how private jets are owned and 
used across the world.

We have built an experienced team of aviation specialists and technical 
developers to help deliver a first-class project for the community.

Fractional jet ownership in our industry is nothing new, however 
developing a Web3 version with a clear exit strategy is. We are opening up 
the exclusive market of the rich and powerful to cryptocurrency users.

Jetshare is built on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) because of quick 
transfer speeds, low fees, and high scalability.

I am grateful to be building the future alongside everyone else in the Web3 
community.

The Jetshare protocol will revolutionize 
how private jets are owned and used 
across the world.

We are looking for people to add to our 
technical team so if you believe you can thrive in 
our community please reach out through our 
channels or email info@jetshare.io RJ Aleksandrs

CEO | Founder



Jetshare o�ers fractional ownership shares in training and business 
jets through distributed ledger technology and asset backed 

non-fungible tokens (NFTs).

Invest in Fractional 
Jet Ownership 
Shares



Leading supplier of aircrafts to 
aviation training schools

The Jetshare protocol aims to use its fractional private jet 
ownership model to offer investors a really unique opportunity to be 
part of an aviation business with multiple streams of income and 
recession proof growth.

We are opening up the exclusive aviation market of the rich and 
powerful to cryptocurrency users.

With our native token JETT$, holders will be able to purchase a 
minted fractional NFT that is underwritten by a physical aeroplane 
that will be insured and stored in one of our high security airport 
hangars around the world.

Each NFT represents a real-world Jet and once minted, each NFT 
is fractionalised so the community can purchase a stake for as 
little as $5

Private jets are sold or leased to Aviation training schools and 
charter businesses, allowing investors to earn income or capital 
growth

Investors have 24/7 access to our unique platform to view all 
updates about their holdings as well as buy/sell, trade or auction 
their NFTs

Investments are asset-backed and therefore guaranteed now and 
in the future. Jet market.

$30 Billion
Jetshare offers the Web3 

community an opportunity to 
invest in the growing



Jetshare Ltd will acquire Jets listed on a recognised registry 

Store it in one of our many airport hangars across the globe

Commission a digital twin of the Jet 

Mint Jet digital twin NFT

Fractionalise and make that NFT available to the community to 
buy/trade or sell

Net income is received every-time the real world Jet is leased and 
revenue paid to NFT holders according to fraction % owned

Capital gain is achieved when a Jet is sold on the open market and 
net profits distributed amongst token investors.

Performance and updates will be available on the platform dashboard

Keep your holdings for as long as you choose to generate income or sell 
for a capital uplift.

Jetshare is leading the way and 
bridging the gap between crypto 
enthusiasts and Jet lovers.



We are opening up a historically 
secret market and significantly 
lowering the barriers to entry

Current Jet owners can 
list a minimum 25% 

share of their private 
plane to raise 

fractional funds

All Jets are publicly 
listed on national and 

international 
ownership databases 
like the Civil Aviation 

Authority website

The community can 
trade their fractions on 
the Jetshare platform 

or third-party 
marketplaces

Jets will be stored 
at our airport 

hangars around 
the world like 

Cranfield Airport 
in England

The Jet NFT will be 
broken down into 
fractions so the 
community can 

purchase a stake 
for as little as $5

Aviator flight hour 
smart NFTs where 

buyers can purchase a 
specific number of 

flight hours on a Jet at 
a fraction of the cost of 
owning outright will be 

available to buy

Users can use their 
holdings as collateral 

and borrow at 
competitive rates 
against real world 

private planes

The fractional NFT 
will act as proof of 

ownership and allow 
income/profit to be 

earned from Jet 
leases or sales

Our team will 
identify the Jets 

with the best 
long-term sale 

and lease 
potential



We already supply and lease Jets to a number of flight schools around the world

We offset and pass on costs like maintenance, fuel and storage fees etc.

We are partnering with Jet charter businesses around the world so JETT$ can be 
accepted as a payment method on their platforms

Unprecedented growth in the private jet lease market since the worldwide COVID-19 
pandemic

Unprecedented growth in the number of individuals wanting to learn to fly

Unprecedented growth in companies and governments sending personnel to aviation 
training schools

Jetshare events include free flying lessons, discount private jet charters, free flight 
hours per-annum and Jet days for members

We will be changing the industry with revolutionary Web3 ideas. The promising 
technology and its potential in the private Jet industry is yet to be fully explored.

We have created the world’s first fractional jet 
investment platform so the community can buy, 
sell and invest in real-world planes.



We have launched the JETT$ utility token to reward our community, investors and early 
backers. The token sale will allow Jetshare to purchase aircrafts and expand its team to 
develop a robust long-lasting ecosystem. 

Early backers will receive discounts on transaction fees (up to 100%), Storage fees (up to 50%) 
and maintenance fees (up to 100%). The more tokens you hold the more discounts you receive.

To protect the token floor price and the community we have added a vesting schedule. Once 
pre-sale is completed, tokens will be airdropped on a weekly basis over 5 weeks.  

Any remaining tokens from the pre-sale stage is to be burnt to lower the supply.

B R E A K D O W NB R E A K D O W N

TICKER

JETT$
TOKEN NAME

JETSHARE
TOTAL SUPPLY

1,000,000,000
DECIMAL

18
CHAIN

BSC



D I S T R I B U T I O ND I S T R I B U T I O N

PRE-SALES

25%
EXCHANGE LISTINGS

15%
MARKETING

15%

LIQUIDITY

15%
TREASURY

10%

DEVELOPMENT

10%

FOUNDERS

5% (VESTED 36 MONTHS)

CHARITY

5% (VESTED 18 MONTHS)



1-2% of JETT$ tokens from each transaction is 
allocated to Burning thus removing them from 
circulation

1-2% of JETT$ tokens from each transaction will 
fund special prizes and giveaways

1.5-3% of JETT$ tokens from each transaction is 
transferred into our liquidity pool to create a 
stable floor price

1.5-3% of JETT$ tokens from each transaction 
goes towards marketing to increase brand 
awareness and the token value.

T A XT A X

BUY TAX
TOTAL TAX: 5%

SELL TAX
TOTAL TAX: 10%

1.5% to Liquidity Pool

1.5% to Marketing

1% Rewards

1% to Burn

3% Liquidity Pool

3% Marketing

2% Rewards

2% Burn



Jetshare is built on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) 
because of quick transfer speeds, low fees, and high 
scalability. 

However, we will have multi-chain and bridge 
capabilities during chapter 3 of our journey.

J E T S H A R E  C O N T R A C T  A D D R E S S

0x884ca0ff1B51aff7FdF98f616E71d94c43Cc738e
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Launch website

Launch social 
communities

Whitepaper

Create token 
smart contract

Smart contract 
audit

Our journey to community jet ownership

Launch presale 
rounds 1 & 2

Grow technical 
team

NFT Marketplace 
launch

Purchase Jets

Community 
rewards 
programme

Launch on 
Pancakeswap

Bug bounty 
program

Bridge to 
Ethereum

Launch on 
Uniswap

List on CoinGecko

List on 
CoinMarketCap

Strategic 
partnerships

Launch lending 
protocol

Jetshare 
Members club 
launch

Launch of Mobile 
Applications (IOS 
and Android)

CEX launch

Add to Jet fleet

Metaverse 
partnerships

Jetshare 
Foundation

Marketing at 
worldwide private 
jet events



Jetshare 
Membershi
Jetshare 
Membershi

Available to Early backers and those who spend over a certain threshold. There will be 
three tiers – Bronze, Silver and Gold.

Bene�ts include: Free �ying lessons, discount private Jet charters, free �ight hours 
per-annum, monthly rewards, discounted fees, exclusive Aviator NFT drops, Jetshare 

day events and much more.



Entry to lottery to win 
complimentary free 
sightseeing flights at nearest 
local airfield

Access to special aviator NFT 
drops

Priority notice and discounts 
on private Jet events

Bronze Member Silver Member Gold Member

ACCESS TO BONUS
Everything a Bronze member 
receives

Discounted private Jet 
charters

Invitation to annual Jet event

5 Exclusive and discontinued 
aviator NFTs

ACCESS TO BONUS
Everything a Bronze and Silver 
member receives

Free flying lesson voucher

Aviation Training school 
discount

Priority access to new aviator 
Jet NFT drops



What is Jetshare?
Protocol providing fractional NFT ownership of real-world Jets to anyone 
and returning profit and/or income received from sale and lease of 
private Jets to aviation flight schools around the world 

Has the smart contract been audited?
Yes, the smart contract audit has been completd by Soken and the 
report can be found here https://soken.io/audit-reports/

What is the minimum and maximum buy?
There is no minimum or maximum, however to become a bronze 
member and receive membership benefits there is a $500 minimum 
investment 

What happens to NFT when underlying Jet is sold?
The NFT will be burned after profit distribution and any holders will 
receive a newly minted collectable NFT numbered and allocated 
according to percentage holding i.e., NFT JetsharePiper#001

Why Binance?
Quick transfer speeds, low fees, and high scalability.

What currency do I receive my income/dividends in?
$BUSD is a stable coin used to minimise volatility as it is backed 1:1 with 
the US dollar

Who owns Jetshare?
The Jetshare SPV has recently been incorporated in the UK (details 
below in find us) and will own all Jets with NFT owners recognised as 
shareholders and possessing voting rights. All Jets will be listed on 
applicable domestic and international registers.

What are Aviator flight hour smart NFTs?
NFTs allowing members to trade flight hours. The smart NFTs can be 
programmed to automatically update the number of flight hours 
remaining on the NFT as the jet is flown. For example, each time the jet 
is flown, the smart contract can automatically deduct a certain 
number of flight hours from the NFT.

Can I list my private Jet on the NFT marketplace?
Existing Jet owners can list and sell fractional shares from a minimum 
25%, while still retaining usage rights, part ownership and income from 
the aircraft. This allows jet owners to generate revenue and keep their 
jet in operation for longer periods of time, rather than having to sell it.
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